Active archive: Martha McDonald: process + performance (22144201)
Hazel Larsen Archer: Black Mountain College photographer (117972694)
The shape of imagination: women of Black Mountain College (118219347)
From BMC to NYC: the tutelary years of Ray Johnson 1943-1967 (120927010)

Pat Passlof: selections 1948-2011 (122603633)
Gerald van de Wiele: VARIATIONS: a retrospective of paintings and drawings (125158070)
Jack Tworkov: accident of choice: the artist at Black Mountain College 1952 (132868213)
M.C. Richards: centering: life + art -- 100 years (134114059)

Imagining the landscape: Joseph Fiore's structures of rhythms and sentiment (Black Mountain College dossiers: no. 1)
Fannie Hillsmith (Black Mountain College dossiers: no. 2) (135347842)
Remembering Black Mountain College (135348159)
Ray Johnson (Black Mountain College dossiers: no. 4) (135348642)